Efforts for Moderate Room Temperature and Dressing Down to Suit the Temperature
Period: Wednesday, May 1 – Monday, September 30

Companies affiliated to the American Medical Devices and Diagnostics Manufacturers’ Association (AMDD) support the promotion of the citizens’ movement “Cool Choice”, which encourages “making wise choices” to contribute to the government’s anti-global warming measures. They recommend employees to dress down for work as part of the Cool Biz initiative while also widely calling for and promoting the “Cool Share” initiative, which encourages people to share few cooled spaces.

As part of these efforts, some affiliated companies recommend dressing down not only during work hours inside the company offices but outside as well, in order to cope with the heat better, in alignment with the government’s suggestions. There are likely slight differences in ways of dressing down that the companies recommend.

We would like to kindly ask our business partners, starting with medical institution partners, to understand that employees of affiliated companies will be dressing down, in light of the significance of anti-global warming activities.

Additionally, after September 30 as well, we will continue calling for efforts to manage room temperatures at moderate levels and dress down on one’s own discretion on hot days.
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